CIGNA Infertility Centers of Excellence

The hospitals and doctors in this directory meet CIGNA HealthCare criteria for designation as a CIGNA Centers of Excellence for Infertility treatment. Our evaluation process was conducted by medical executives and clinical specialists. Facilities were assessed against a series of criteria developed in accordance with guidelines from the Center for Disease Control. Factors that were evaluated include Board Certified Reproductive Endocrinologists and use of accredited labs. Episodic Treatment Groups (ETGs) were used to evaluate cost where available.

Our list of Centers of Excellence for Infertility is an additional piece of information you may wish to consider as you decide where to seek services. Confirm that the Infertility treatment is a covered benefit under your plan and that your doctor participates in the provider network. Check your benefits to verify the level of benefits you receive when having infertility services at a center of excellence or from a doctor associated with a center of excellence.

Always consult with your doctor about what decision is right for you. The doctors listed in this directory provide services at a CIGNA Centers of Excellence for Infertility treatment. It is our policy to regularly review all our participating healthcare providers against our credentialing standards, and the lack of inclusion here does not indicate that a provider is not a quality provider of infertility services.

Alabama

BIRMINGHAM

ART FERTILITY PROGRAM OF ALABAMA
  MICHAEL ALLEMAND, MD
  KATHRYN HONEA, MD
  VIRGINIA HOUSERMAN, MD
  CECIL LONG, MD

Arizona

SCOTTSDALE

ADVANCED FERTILITY CARE
  FREDERICK LARSEN, MD

ARIZONA ASSOCIATES FOR REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH
  KETAN PATEL, MD

IVF PHOENIX
  JOHN COUVARAS, MD

Arkansas

LITTLE ROCK

ARKANSAS FERTILITY CENTER
  MICHAEL MILLER, MD
  DEAN MOUTOS, MD

California

BEVERLY HILLS

REPRODUCTIVE PARTNERS–REDONDO BEACH
  SANJAY AGARWAL, MD
SAN DIEGO
   SAN DIEGO FERTILITY CENTER
      WILLIAM HUMMEL, MD
      MICHAEL KETTEL, MD
TORRANCE
   SHER INSTITUTE FOR REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE
      AYKUT BAYRAK, MD
WESTMINSTER
   REPRODUCTIVE PARTNERS–REDONDO BEACH
      DAVID MELDRUM, MD
   REPRODUCTIVE PARTNERS–UCSD REGIONAL
      DAVID MELDRUM, MD
   REPRODUCTIVE PARTNERS–WESTMINSTER
      DAVID MELDRUM, MD
Colorado
   LONE TREE
      COLORADO CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE
      DEBRA MINJAREZ, MD
      ERIC SURREY, MD
Connecticut
   BRIDGEPORT
      YALE FERTILITY CENTER
      HUGH TAYLOR, MD
NEW BRITAIN
   THE CENTER FOR ADVANCED REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE
      CLAUDIO BENADIVA, MD
      LINDA CHAFFKIN, MD
      ANDREA DI LUIGI, MD
      LAWRENCE ENGMANN, MD
      ANTHONY LUCIANO, MD
      JOHN NULSEN, MD
      DAVID SCHMIDT, MD
NEW HAVEN
   YALE FERTILITY CENTER
      AYDIN ARICI, MD
PASQUALE PATRIZIO, MD
BETH RACKOW, MD
EMRE SELI, MD

NORWALK

NEBRASKA METHODIST HOSPITAL REI
CYNTHIA MURDOCK, MD

REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE ASSOCIATES OF C
JOSHUA HURWITZ, MD
MARK LEONDIRES, MD
CYNTHIA MURDOCK, MD
SPENCER RICHLIN, MD

STAMFORD

NEW ENGLAND FERTILITY INSTITUTE
GAD LAVY, MD

Delaware

NEWARK

REPRODUCTIVE ASSOCIATES OF DELAWARE
RONALD FEINBERG, MD
BARBARA MC GUIRK, MD

District of Columbia

WASHINGTON

SHADY GROVE FERTILITY REPRODUCTIVE SCI
ERIC WIDRA, MD

SHADY GROVE FERTILITY RSC AT GBMC
ERIC WIDRA, MD

Florida

FORT MYERS

SPECIALISTS IN REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE &
CRAIG SWEET, MD

GAINESVILLE

UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA WOMEN'S HEALTH A
ALICE SUE RHOTON-VLASAK, MD
ROBERT WILLIAMS, MD

MIAMI

FERTILITY & IVF CENTER OF MIAMI, INC.
MICHAEL AJACOBS, MD
FERNANDO AKERMAN, MD
ARMANDO HERNANDEZ-REY, MD
SOUTH FLORIDA INSTITUTE FOR REPRODUCT
MARIA BUSTILLO, MD
KIMBERLY THOMPSON, MD
ELLEN WOOD, DO

Georgia
ATLANTA
ATLANTA CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE MEDI
ANDRE DENIS, MD
ROBIN FOGLE, MD
LISA HASTY, MD
DAVID KEENAN, MD
JAMES TONER, MD

EMORY REPRODUCTIVE CENTER
SARAH BERGA, MD
CALEB KALLEN, MD
CARLA ROBERTS, MD
DONNA SESSION, MD
ROBERT TAYLOR, MD

Illinois
CHICAGO
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
RANDALL BARNES, MD
SERDAR BULUN, MD
EDMOND CONFINO, MD
RALPH KAZER, MD
MAGDY MILAD, MD
LEE SHULMAN, MD

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT CHICAGO IVF PR
HUMBERTO SCOCCIA, MD

GURNEE
ADVANCED FERTILITY CENTER OF CHICAGO
RICHARD SHERBAHN, MD

HINSDALE
OAK BROOK FERTILITY CENTER
CAROLYN COULAM, MD
THE RINEHART CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE
CAROLYN COULAM, MD
THE RINEHART–COULAM CENTER
CAROLYN COULAM, MD
HOFFMAN ESTATES

KARANDE AND ASSOCIATES, SC
SIGAL KLIPSTEIN, MD

OAK BROOK

OAK BROOK FERTILITY CENTER
PAUL DMOWSKI, MD
JAY LEVIN, MD
NASIRUDDIN RANA, MD
JOHN RINEHART, MD

THE RINEHART CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE
PAUL DMOWSKI, MD
JAY LEVIN, MD
NASIRUDDIN RANA, MD
JOHN RINEHART, MD

THE RINEHART–COULAM CENTER
PAUL DMOWSKI, MD
JAY LEVIN, MD
NASIRUDDIN RANA, MD
JOHN RINEHART, MD

SAINT CHARLES

KARANDE AND ASSOCIATES, SC
VISHVANATH KARANDE, MD

Indiana

INDIANAPOLIS

ADVANCED FERTILITY GROUP
WILLIAM GENTRY, MD

ADVANCED REPRODUCTION INSTITUTE, LLC
WILLIAM GENTRY, MD

REPRODUCTIVE CARE OF INDIANA
MICHAEL HENRY, MD

Iowa

CEDAR RAPIDS

UNIVERSITY OF IOWA HOSPITALS AND CLINIC
WILLIAM DAVIS, MD

DAVENPORT

UNIVERSITY OF IOWA HOSPITALS AND CLINIC
PAUL FIGGE, MD

IOWA CITY
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA HOSPITALS AND CLINIC
GINNY RYAN, MD
CRAIG SYROP, MD

Louisiana
LAFAYETTE
FERTILITY AND WOMEN’S HEALTH CENTER O
JOHN STORMENT, MD

Maryland
ANNAPOLIS
SHADY GROVE FERTILITY REPRODUCTIVE SCI
SIMON KIPERSZTOK, MD
JEFFREY MC KEEBY, MD
GILBERT MOTTLE, MD

SHADY GROVE FERTILITY RSC AT GBMC
SIMON KIPERSZTOK, MD
JEFFREY MC KEEBY, MD
GILBERT MOTTLE, MD

BALTIMORE
SHADY GROVE FERTILITY REPRODUCTIVE SCI
EUGENE KATZ, MD
HOWARD MC CLAMROCK, MD
RICARDO YAZIGI, MD

SHADY GROVE FERTILITY RSC AT GBMC
EUGENE KATZ, MD
HOWARD MC CLAMROCK, MD
RICARDO YAZIGI, MD

ROCKVILLE
SHADY GROVE FERTILITY REPRODUCTIVE SCI
PAULETTE BROWNE, MD
FRANK CHANG, MD
MELISSA ESPOSITO, MD
STEPHEN GREENHOUSE, MD
NAVEED KHAN, MD
ERIC LEVENS, MD
MICHAEL LEVY, MD
ANITHA NAIR, MD
JEANNE O’BRIEN, MD
BARBARA OSBORN, MD
JOSEPH OSHEROFF, MD
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Massachusetts

BOSTON

MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL FERTIL
ISAAC SCHIFF, MD
IRENE SOUTER, MD
AARON STYER, MD
THOMAS TOTH, MD

DANVERS

MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL FERTIL
MITCHELL REIN, MD

NEW BEDFORD

WOMEN AND INFANTS’ DIVISION OF REPROD
JOHN BUSTER, MD

NEWTON LOWER FALLS

MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL FERTIL
JAN SHIFREN, MD

Michigan

BIRMINGHAM

CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE AND
MICHAEL MERSOL-BARG, MD

DETROIT

MICHIGAN REPRODUCTIVE & IVF CENTER, PC
RICHARD LEACH, MD
Minnesota
MINNEAPOLIS
CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE
LISA ERICKSON, MD

Missouri
KANSAS CITY
MIDWEST WOMEN’S HEALTHCARE
GREGORY STARKS, MD

Nevada
RENO
NEVADA FERTILITY C.A.R.E.S.
SCOTT WHITTEN, MD
THE NEVADA CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE M
SCOTT WHITTEN, MD

New Jersey
LIVINGSTON
INSTITUTE FOR REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE A
NATALIE CEKLENIAK, MD
SERENA CHEN, MD
MARGARET GARRISI, MD
KERI GREENSEID, MD
MORRISTOWN
REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE ASSOCIATES OF N
PAUL BERGH, MD
MICHAEL BOHRER, MD
JOHN FRATTARELI, MD
RITA GULATI, MD
THOMAS KIM, MD
JAMIE MORRIS, MD
REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE ASSOCIATES OF P
PAUL BERGH, MD
NEW BRUNSWICK
REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE ASSOCIATES OF N
DOREEN HOCK, MD
PARAMUS
VALLEY HOSPITAL FERTILITY CENTER
DEHAN CHEN, MD
ALI NASSERI, MD
SHEEVA TALEBIAN, MD

SOMERSET

IVF NEW JERSEY
MICHAEL DARDER, MD
MARCUS JUREMA, MD
SASMIRA LALWANI, MD
SUSAN TREISER, MD
MELISSA YIH, MD

WOMEN AND INFANTS’ DIVISION OF REPROD
MARCUS JUREMA, MD
SASMIRA LALWANI, MD

WAYNE

NORTH JERSEY FERTILITY ASSOCIATES, LLC
MARK RANSOM, MD

New Mexico

ALBUQUERQUE

CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE OF N
CHARLES CAPERTON, MD
DOUGLAS THOMPSON, MD

New York

HARTSDALE

YALE FERTILITY CENTER
LUBNA PAL, MD

MELVILLE

LONG ISLAND IVF
STEVEN BRENNER, MD
KATHLEEN DROESCH, MD
DANIEL KENIGSBERG, MD

NEW YORK

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR WOMEN'
JANET CHOI, MD
MICHAEL MARK GUARNACCIA, MD
ROGERIO LOBO, MD
GARY NAKHUDA, MD
SUSANNA PARK, MD
MARK SAUER, MD
MELVIN THORNTON, MD
RALF ZIMMERMANN, MD

ROCHESTER
STRONG FERTILITY CENTER
VIVIAN LEWIS, MD

STONY BROOK
LONG ISLAND IVF
RICHARD BRONSON, MD
MICHAEL LYDIC, MD

SYOSSET
GOLD COAST IVF
STEVEN PALTER, MD

North Carolina
GREENVILLE
EAST CAROLINA UNIVERSITY
LARISA GAVRIOLOVA-JORDAN, MD
CLIFFORD HAYSLIP, MD

WINSTON SALEM
WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR REPR
MEHMET YALCINKAYA, MD

OH
CINCINNATI
FERTILITY SPECIALISTS MEDICAL GROUP
STEVEN LINDEIM, MD

Ohio
BEACHWOOD
CLEVELAND CLINIC FERTILITY CENTER
CYNTHIA AUSTIN, MD

CANFIELD
CLEVELAND CLINIC FERTILITY CENTER
BRYAN HECHT, MD

CINCINNATI
BETHESDA CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE HEA
GLEN HOFMANN, MD

INSTITUTE FOR REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH
SHERIF AWADALLA, MD
THOMAS BURWINKEL, MD
MICHAEL SCHEIBER, MD

KETTERING REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE
SHERIF AWADALLA, MD
THOMAS BURWINKEL, MD
CLEVELAND
CLEVELAND CLINIC FERTILITY CENTER
JAMES GOLDFARB, MD

Oklahoma
OKLAHOMA CITY
HENRY G. BENNETT, JR., FERTILITY INSTITUTE
ELI RESHEF, MD
OU PHYSICIANS OB/GYN ART LABORATORY
LA TASHA CRAIG, MD
KARL HANSEN, MD

Pennsylvania
ALLENTOWN
REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE ASSOCIATES OF N
MICHAEL DREWS, MD
RICHARD SCOTT, MD
REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE ASSOCIATES OF P
MICHAEL DREWS, MD
WENDY SCHILLINGS, MD
RICHARD SCOTT, MD
ARDMORE
JEFFERSON IVF
MILLICENT ZACHER, DO
BALA CYNWYD
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
MAUREEN KELLY, MD
DANVILLE
GEISINGER MEDICAL CENTER FERTILITY PRO
WILLIE ZOMA, MD
PHILADELPHIA
JEFFERSON IVF
FRANCES BATZER, MD
GREGORY FOSSUM, MD
THOMAS KLEIN, MD
NORTHERN FERTILITY AND REPRODUCTIVE A
BENJAMIN GOCIAL, MD
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
KURT BARNHART, MD
SAMANTHA BUTTS, MD
CHRISTOS COUTIFARIS, MD
ANUJA DOKRAS, MD
CELSO-RAMON GARCIA, MD
CLARISA GRACIA, MD
SAMANTHA PFEIFER, MD
STEVEN SONDHEIMER, MD

PITTSBURGH

JONES INSTITUTE AT WEST PENN ALLEGHENY
SCOTT KAUMA, MD

WAYNE

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
SULEENA KALRA, MD

WILLOW GROVE

NORTHERN FERTILITY AND REPRODUCTIVE A
ARTHUR CASTELBAUM, MD
MARTIN FREEDMAN, MD
JACQUELINE GUTMANN, MD

Rhode Island

PROVIDENCE

MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL FERTIL
JOHN PETROZZA, MD

WOMEN AND INFANTS' DIVISION OF REPROD
SANDRA CARSON, MD
GARY FRISHMAN, MD
KELLY PAGIDAS, MD
JOHN PETROZZA, MD
JARED ROBINS, MD
CAROL WHEELER, MD

South Carolina

WEST COLUMBIA

ADVANCED FERTILITY & REPRODUCTIVE END
GAIL WHITMAN-ELIA, MD

Tennessee

MEMPHIS

KUTTEH KE FERTILITY ASSOCIATES OF MEMP
LAURA DETTI, MD
RAYMOND KE, MD
WILLIAM KUTTEH, MD

NASHVILLE

NASHVILLE FERTILITY CENTER
   ABBY EBLEN, MD
   GEORGE HILL, MD
   GLENN WEITZMAN, MD
   CHRISTINE WHITWORTH, MD

Texas

DALLAS

DALLAS-FORT WORTH FERTILITY ASSOCIATES
   SAMUEL CHANTILIS, MD
   KAREN LEE, MD

FERTILITY AND ADVANCED REPRODUCTIVE M
   VICTOR BESHAY, MD
   KAREN BRADSHAW, MD
   ORHAN BUKULMEZ, MD
   BRUCE CARR, MD
   KEVIN DOODY, MD
   LISA HALVORSON, MD
   ELLEN WILSON, MD

REPMED FERTILITY CENTER
   ANIL PINTO, MD

UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA WOMEN'S HEALTH A
   ORHAN BUKULMEZ, MD

FORT WORTH

DALLAS-FORT WORTH FERTILITY ASSOCIATES
   ROBERT KAUFMANN, MD

FRISCO

FERTILITY SPECIALISTS OF DALLAS, PA
   JERALD GOLDSTEIN, MD

HOUSTON

NORTH HOUSTON CENTER FOR REPRODUCTI
   DOROTHY ROACH, MD

SAN ANTONIO

FERTILITY CENTER OF SAN ANTONIO
   GREGORY NEAL, MD

WEBSTER

CENTER OF REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE (COR)
   VICKI SCHNELL, MD
Utah

PLEASANT GROVE

NEVADA FERTILITY C.A.R.E.S.
RUSSELL FOULK, MD

THE NEVADA CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE M
RUSSELL FOULK, MD

SALT LAKE CITY

REPRODUCTIVE CARE CENTER
JAMES HEINER, MD

SANDY

REPRODUCTIVE CARE CENTER
KEITH BLAUPER, MD
HARRY HATASAKA, MD

Vermont

BURLINGTON

VERMONT CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE MEDI
JOHN BRUMSTED, MD
PETER CASSON, MD
CHRISTINE MURRAY, MD
DANIEL RIDDICK, MD

Virginia

ANNANDALE

SHADY GROVE FERTILITY REPRODUCTIVE SCI
DAVID SAFFAN, MD

SHADY GROVE FERTILITY RSC AT GBMC
DAVID SAFFAN, MD

RICHMOND

FERTILITY INSTITUTE OF VIRGINIA
MICHAEL EDELSTEIN, MD
KENNETH STEINGOLD, MD

LIFESOURCE FERTILITY CENTER
JOSEPH GIANFORTONI, MD

THE RICHMOND CENTER FOR FERTILITY AND
JOSEPH GIANFORTONI, MD

Washington

KIRKLAND

SEATTLE REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE
GERARD LETTERIE, DO
MICHAEL OPSAHL, MD

SEATTLE

SEATTLE REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE
LYNN DAVIS, MD
ROBERT MC IN TOSH, MD
JANE UHLIR, MD

TACOMA

SEATTLE REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE
AMY CRINITI, MD
PAUL DUDLEY, MD
SHAWN GURT CHEFF, MD
NANCY KLEIN, MD
PAUL LIN, MD
MICHAEL SOULES, MD
ANGELA THYER, MD

Wisconsin

MILWAUKEE

FROEDTERT & MEDICAL COLLEGE OF WISCO
PAUL ROBB, MD
ESTIL STRAWN, MD